


A BROKEN HEART
(still beats a rhythm)

by
Westley Nash



"A quick thank you"

Thank you most kindly indeed! You have my deepest
appreciation for choosing to purchase my book. This is actually
the very first book I have ever written to completion and so I
do hope you find it entertaining, maybe a little moving,
perhaps even a bit thought provoking. My best wishes to you
and also to all those you love.

Sincerely
Westley



“Let your pain rest on paper,
not in your heart...”

The day I felt my heart break, I didn’t know it at the time
but I had actually been set upon the very first step of a
long journey towards self-discovery and awakening. This
path would not be easy, rather full of hardship! Fierce pain
and numerous struggles of the heart and mind that would
push me to emotional extremes I had never thought
possible. My writing became the primary tool with which
I built myself anew. Poetry streaming from every feeling,
thought and memory that met me at each crossroads. The
good, the bad and even the downright ugly all found their
way onto paper, and by putting all this energy down,
getting that inner struggle out of my being I was able to
view my convoluted mash of feeling and deeply troubled
thoughts from a place more calm and to maintain an
objective distance. It became a workshop in which I crafted
my new found clarity and inner peace.

So this book is a collection of all my earliest poems that I
began writing after suffering rejection at the hands of my
first love, and right through the depths of my turmoil to
move past the pain and anguish. It charts my evolution
from when new lovers would come and then as quickly go,
with my many successes and setbacks included. Finally it
tells of my awakening moment, of letting go of the pain,
the suffering and the anxiety by setting my heart free from
it’s needless restraints and conditions. If you have ever
been (or maybe still are) upon this difficult journey then I 
hope this book helps in some way to provide a few insights
that may even help you with your own experience.



Cursed

Why are you being like this? Did I do
something wrong? When did our sweetest
aria heartfelt, become a screaming warrior
song? All my secrets divulged with candour
unto your loyal and kindred soul, are now
betrayed by this vicious animus that seeks
to shut me out in the cold!
 
All my welcoming calls that beckon you, are
consumed by a brutal stillness. And true
messages stained with passion, meet an
evasive, uncaring cruelness! Am I so wrong
to ask for your heart? Am I so wrong to cling
to your word? Did I venture more into
dreamland and tales far beyond the absurd?
 
But all I ever really asked was to see you
once in a while. Yet instead you leave me
cursed, by lonely memories of your smile.



Defeat

What’s the matter, did I scare you?
Did honesty tremble your childish
earth! Did my shameless display of
palpable emotion strike terror into
your unripened heart?

Did my words of clear intention, drive
madness through your little mind?
Just as warm signs of love and
affection did harass and startle you
blind!

Was it the sight of my devotion
advancing which provoked your
frantic retreat? Until your implicit
refusal to face me, left us crushed by
enduring defeat!



Box of Toys

I am not a box of toys for you to play with!

My emotions are not cute little dolls for you to
dress and manipulate to your liking! My
feelings are not just big cuddly teddy bears for
you to jump all over and squeeze to death in
the middle of the night, whenever you are
feeling alone! My hopes are not just small
plastic soldiers for you to keep knocking down,
one after the other, after the other! My dreams
are not just games for you to simply grow
bored of halfway through the damn story!

Inside this box is a real human heart that can
really break, and cannot be put back together
with just a few stitches and some glue!



Against The World

You and me against the world!

That’s what I truly believed once upon a time. For
when you were by my side I felt unstoppable. I was
ready to take on anything and anyone that dared to
oppose us. For I knew no matter how high the
stakes may climb I could always win. We were two
warriors coming together as an army to fight for a
single cause, and as the battle raged on harmlessly
around us we felt all but timeless.
 
But then as magically as you appeared in my life,
you vanished like a ghost in shadow! Gone even
before the new dawn's light and I was left here to
face our enemies all alone. With no one to shield my
back, my strength failed me and I fell to their
vicious attacks. My heart, once as strong as wrought
iron shattered to a thousand pieces like glass and
the shards scattered out across the dirt before me.
In that exact moment of near death I knew, that as
it always has been, so shall it always be...

Me against the world!



Graves

Before you kill me, first dig two graves.

One for me and the other for my dreams!

You should only dig the first grave shallow.
Better to save your strength because you’ll
need it for the second.

Be sure you dig that one deep!

 Cleave as far into the cold earth as you can go,
until any worthless ghosts will be tightly
gripped by the eternal claws of damnation!

A headstone?.. Why bother?

But if you must then carve them from wood
not stone, so that they too will rot and decay
until it were as if they never existed. Oh, and
when you are inscribing the names upon them,
write only these two things...
 

Nobody and Nothing!



Shreds of Paper

It's the worst feeling in the world to pour out
the entire contents of your heart onto a page
for the one you love, sharing your deepest
thoughts, expressing your most intimate of
feelings and revealing all of your vulnerable
secrets. To confess every single one of your
most delicate hopes and dreams that no other
soul upon this earth has ever before stood
witness. Only for that page to be torn up and
thrown away as if it were nothing!
 
Because along with those tiny shreds of paper,
the shattered pieces of your heart disperse
among the wind, until piece by piece they are
all gone...



My Love Did Not Die

You’re right, my love for you did not die.

I killed it!.. There’s a difference.

You may have been the one to walk away,
evaporating into the open air like steam, but my
heart held on to you regardless. It would not relent,
just would not let you go! It simply refused to allow
me to move on and so I had no choice but to put the
poor thing out of its misery; to show it the mercy
that you never did!
 
So now you come to me, revisiting my world like a
traumatic memory, defending your actions by using
words like suffering, pain and hurt; as if you know
anything about such things!
 
You weren't there! You didn't have to watch it
struggle to breathe! You didn't have to hear it cry
out in frantic terror, clinging on in desperation for
every last agonising second, right up to its pitiful
end! You didn't have to watch the beauty and the
passion and the hope drain from its wide innocent
eyes, replaced by a cold dead nothingness! And you
did not have to bury it in the frozen earth, before
walking from its unmarked grave a broken, lifeless
shell! So no, you’re right, my love for you did not die.
 

I killed it!.. There’s a difference.



The Day I Fell In Love

So lost, so tired, so faded, almost see through. My
life all drained of hope until the day I fell in love
with you. Your sunlight chased my twilight,
blinding all of my fears. A fire burst deep in my
heart, calming all of my tears.
 
You heard within my silence a damaged heart still
beating. You sensed within in this husk an injured
soul still feeling. In your eyes I found my refuge, in
your arms I found my home. Your smile would hold
me up, whenever my demons would drag me down.
 
If ever your strength faded, I took mine and gave it
all to you. If ever your heart struck weary, I let mine
beat for two. You were the saint to my damnation,
the saviour in my despair. For you gave me so much
love, it answered all of my prayers.
 
But then one day I turned to see you leave our
happy home. Your heart was gone forever and I was
left here all alone. The love we had, the hopes and
the dreams were now left broken. All the words I
wrote for you would remain left unspoken.
 
You didn't fight, you didn't try, you didn't even stay
to see the end. The twilight soon returned with no
more sunlight to defend. So lost, so tired, so faded,
almost see through. My life all drained of hope, since
the day I fell in love with you...



Cry

Maybe I would feel better if I could just cry?
To rid myself of this pressure that rests upon
my shoulders like a rock, crushing me
beneath it’s burden.
 
Perhaps the tears will drag this tension from
my chest and let me inhale deeply again. Just
one long breath to steady my nerves is all I
ask to calm my aching soul.
 
For my thoughts always steer me back to you,
as I sail through a sea of flimsy distractions.
I try to fight the currents and find a peaceful
place, but the tides push me even further
toward your shores.
 
And yet as I struggle to escape your memory,
I desire only but to see your face. Finding
that warmth within your gaze and that love
within your heart.



Left Behind

I’d never, ever felt this way until you had to say
goodbye. A feeling of loss so intense it’s like I
actually might die!
 
I can’t eat, I can’t sleep, your face is all that I
see. My chest feels so tight that sometimes I
can’t even breathe.
 
For it’s not like you have just moved from one
town to the next. Where you’ve gone I cannot
follow, unless I were to take drastic steps.
 
Just carrying on without you feels like I’m
saying that I don’t care. But I don’t know what
else to do.... My god this isn’t fair!
 
I’m told I need to get through this, that things
get easier in time. But it’s the worst feeling I’ve
ever known, to be the one who is left behind.



Deep

The oceans of the world are so much more than is
truly known. Much like a person, become deeper as
they’ve grown. There beneath the waves rests
beauty and such wonder, with creations so full of
awe that even heaven has to ponder. Amid the
bright blue world around we feel so safe and calm.
We lose ourselves in the moment with no fear of
harm. As we swim and watch the glorious show that
does amaze, we find ourselves looking down at the
vastness beneath our gaze. Now with minds so full
of questions we suddenly feel the need, to seek all
there is to know about the brand new world we see.
 
But as we travel deeper down we feel our safety
waning. As now the light begins to fade, our eyes to
see are straining. For in the dark we find around us
is much danger and great fear. With creatures so
unknown that their true intentions are unclear. We
start to lose the will to stay, in terror of what’s in
sight. So we start to rush back up, clambering back
towards the light. And as we break the surface and
our lungs take in the air, we hurry back onto the
sand, shaking as we stare! For now the beauty has
all but gone, it’s memory skipped a track. For here
we cannot see the blue, for all we see now is black...



Dead Space

There's a dead space inside my soul,
where all feelings are frozen by a
darkness cold. A starless void where
the light descends, where my emotions
die and their memory ends.
 
Nothing exists here and nothing
survives, my compassion bleeds out to
a silent demise. Drifting and falling
into places afar, my empathy
collapsing like a dying star.
 
Eyes shining bright with a darkening
glow, there is no one left here, no spirit
to show. All the rage and the sorrow
have taken their toll, gave birth a dead
space inside my soul...



Another Day

Another day appears with sunlight
through the blind. Another day of
emptiness already on my mind.
 
Another day of excess caffeine to help me
stay alert. To stop my mind from dreaming
of an eternity in the dirt!
 
Another day at work, familiarity all
around. All sense of wild adventure has
crumbled to the ground.
 
Another day of fear, fear of losing grip!
Another day of strict self control ensuring
I don’t slip...
 
Another day of unfulfilled dreams and
desires crushed to dust. Another day of
unsaid words with no one here to trust.
 
Another day of same routines that keep
my soul in hell. Another day of hopes and
dreams all hollowed to a shell.
 
And here I am back at home my day is
finally done. But tragic thoughts still
haunt me... Another day is yet to come!



Statue

A sadistic demon stalks me in my sleepless nights.
Invading me with infantile dreams and jaded,
hollow insights. I can hear it in the distance, roaring
like the stormy seas. Then hits like a tidal wave,
ripping the breath right out of me! The gauges climb
to red and my world begins to fester. So I cleave into
my flesh to relieve the growing pressure.
 
Embracing a driven solitude, I walk proudly among
those ghosts. Who tell stories of a tired heart that
once gladly played as host. To excitement and
desire, shining bright for all to see. Drawing
pictures of a future, predicting fruit upon the trees.
Sealed within a fantasy, the visions take life once
more. But always ashes unto dust, sunlight tearing
through their core!
 
Unarmed and undefended, a victim of
self-oppression. Drifting stolidly through
distractions and the many faceless processions.
Sentences trigger with ease but with no spoken
application. So the mind is left a prisoner by a
verbal amputation. With untamed raw emotion
buried deep in a shallow grave. This animated
statue is barely weathering the day...



Betrayal

It is said that betrayal by those we trust the
most can never be truly forgiven. But what
if it were your own mind that shamed you?
 
Deceived you willingly and deliberately!
Drew illusory visions that once coloured
your heart with false desire? Crafted your
perceptions like the most fantastical fiction
and wove tales that cast your thoughts into
a specious fable? Sealed you within a realm
where reality is nothing more than a
flickering candle, struggling in vain to
banish the poisonous shadows?

 
Could you ever trust it again?



Sleep / Awake

What is it to sleep?
 
Not just to close ones eyes in darkness, but to be
completely at rest? To know a peace that the
waking world forever denies me? To let my mind
take sanctuary in a virtual hibernation, safely
shielded from the growing stress that invades deep
into my subconscious thoughts, turning my dreams
into hideous nightmares!
 

What is it to wake?
 
Not to simply rise but to shine with a potent
energy ready for a new day? To feel refreshed and
invigorated in such ways that feed my soul? To
apply myself purposefully toward my aims and
ambitions, where visions of endless possibility
serve to create a drive within, marching me on
toward a brighter, more prosperous future!



The Aftermath

I’m trying to face the fact that I can’t put
this off any longer. It’s time to accept the
truth that you’re gone.
 
I’m convincing myself it’s for the best,
that I’m just putting your things away for
safety. Discarding only that which you’ll
no longer need.
 
But every single item I touch holds a
memory of when we were together; you in
that chair drinking from this same cup!
 
So the boxes still rest empty as I sit alone
surrounded by your life. Because I just
feel like I’m throwing you away...



I Wish

I wish that I could write for you again. I wish
that I could unleash this fierce love and desire
that calls to you. Set free a longing so
instinctual that the words will throw
themselves onto the page with ease.
 
I wish that I could describe to you in detail, my
intricate patchwork of generous affections and
profound emotions that burn forever hot
within me. All laid out for you alone to
discover, as if reading a tale of spectacular
creative wonder.
 
I wish that my sentences could once again
craft with a mere stroke of the pen, messages
of unrestrained passion grown solely to feed
your gentle heart. All these things and so
much more, I would give to you my love...

 
I just really wish that I could.



Place In Time

I let my heart set with the sun, once the
loneliness had begun. So many years have gone
so fast, I fear my future is in the past.
 
I thought my way was the best, to live alone so
my heart could rest. That not to love was not to
grieve and to treat happiness like a disease!
 
I turned my back upon the world, no longer
wanted what it served. I'd been hurt so many
times, there seemed no one for me to find.
 
I thought I’d saved my life that day by simply
keeping out of the way. But now I’ve missed my
chance to shine, and lost my place in time...



Shadow

My faith and aspirations gleam with such
radiance that they enrich my zest for life with
a frenzied appetite! And yet somehow this
ancient part of me which seeks my end, hides
forever within its shadow.
 
I set course for the coming sunrise, with a
brand new dawn fixed in my tired eyes. But
this ocean of dreams upon which I sail can
draw so very shallow.
 
I heal and rebuild myself anew, stitching back
together this man that I once knew. But the
consuming darkness remains eternally visible,
seeping out slowly from the suture.
 
No matter if I walk a secret trail or random
path, and no matter the great distances that I
make. I always seem to meet up with it, on
this long, long road to my future.



Reminisce

As I sit and reflect upon my life I find that I
can’t help but reminisce, of a time I once lived
long ago and which I now so greatly miss.
Many faces of friends long departed and
countless events of which I enjoyed. But what
I now relive as mere fond old memories, were
once a daily routine I employed.
 
It was a time when I knew exactly who I was,
when I knew exactly where to go. It was a time
when I had ambitions to advance and many
trophies lined up to show. It was probably the
last time I can truly recall when my life felt on
track. And it was certainly the very last time
that I never once looked back.
 
What I had was really special, maybe even the
greatest moments I can claim. Although I fear
the sad truth I must now face, is things will
never be that great again...



Hours

When I was with you life felt different somehow.
Seemed increasingly lighter than it does to me
right now. I once found it so very easy to get
myself up out of bed. And it was certainly less
painful spending time alone in my head.
 
I had an abundance of energy and so much
desire to apply it. Whereas now it is all but gone
and I must conserve this dwindling pit! Hours
passed that much slower as if time had all come
to a stop. Nothing like the hands are now,
spinning so fast upon that clock.



Prototype

This fragmented man is held together by rusted wires
and loosened threads, where chaotic thoughts and
destructive emotions run wildly through his head.
 
The echoes of his fears scream out though the cracks in
his damaged shell. That barely contains within the
tragic story of his descent to hell!
 
All that remains of his nature is what you see standing
here before you. He doesn't hide it away for risk of
losing the only bit left that’s true.
 
A soldier born to battle this unending war inside.
Against no one but himself, as both an ally and
opposing side.
 
Like a prototype model his flaws shall serve as guide to
improve a grand design. His purpose to help all others
like him, the only peace that he can find.



Future Sky

I look out into a future sky where darkness
has swallowed my stars. Clouds fall down with
colossal charge, crushing my lifeless heart! My
outlook blurred by torrents, my rationale
obscured by thunder. I fear the safety by which
I rest may soon be torn asunder.
 
From the turbulent waters behind me,
haunting whispers fill my head. Ghosts of a
passing lifetime; no longer living but not yet
dead. I'm frozen, beset by terror, too scared to
chart the seas unknown. To just stumble on
into the gloom, so unprepared and all alone. I
give thought to turning my back, returning
home to a time I once knew. Traipsing blindly
among those memories, feigning old days
dawning new.
 
But reversing my course is madness, for astern
line nothing but wrecks! Tall ships that once
sailed with eminence, now rot with their
lifeless decks. And so the winds fill the sails,
commanding my advance. Yet still I hold
defiant in a crafted dreamlike trance. But
while at first I may appear embedded within
these delusions I’m so quick to nestle. In my
soul I know should I stay any longer I will sink
with this ageing vessel...



Forever in my Soul

I walk this road alone with no one by
my side. I walk this path unknown
with horizons in my sights.
 
I don’t know where I am going, only
where I have been. I have nothing left
to fight for, all I have is in my dreams.
 
But while I take every step with a
tired heart, so true. Forever there in
my soul, my hope is shining through.



Writer

When he writes he does so without fear of
the vulnerability the words reveal. He
writes without regard for the judgement of
patrons near and far that may hold him in
question.
 
He writes without pause from a heart,
damaged and imperfect which bleeds it's
grievous story onto the page. He writes
without remorse for the vicious betrayal
each stroke of the pen inflicts upon him.
 
He writes as the person he is, not who his
critics demand he should be. Because
when he writes, he does so as the last
surviving witness of a deep buried
conflict.... He's a writer, it's what they do!



Life Without Love

Can there be life without love? Can the beating heart ever
hope to survive at length without its warming essence
growing deep within its core?
 
Can there be a reason without love? Can the singular
individual ever be considered whole without its rousing
presence leading forever more?
 
Can there be art without love? Can the creative and
visionary mind ever set itself free without that raw
passion burning fiercely within its constant ebb and flow?
 
Can there be patience without love? Can the zeal for
consistent and unforgiving haste ever be tempered without
its merciful charity sanctioning the slow?
 
Can there be dreams without love? Should it’s enriching
colour suddenly be vacant, can the subconscious mind
expand itself sufficiently to perceive marvellous
imaginings as plausible reality?
 
Can there be a lasting future without love? Can the
unwavering commitment to resist against ravaging
hardship ever be declared without its radiant hope
instilling within us an inspired and unyielding resolve?



Awakening

A heart defrosted after a lifetimes wait
feels its first warming beat. Ice turning to
droplets that pool on the ground beneath
trembling feet.
 
Eyes awoken to the bright days light,
shielded by hands that have finally known
the touch of affections might.

A voice rendered silent by the endless frost
cries out in fury at so many years lost!
 
But now breathing, seeing and believing in
something strong. This ancient warrior
stands ready to fight until he has won.



In The Stars

How the stars sparkle so bright in that cloudless night sky
high above me, and way down here I remain so very silent.
Looking up in wonder with the frosted air biting at my skin,
and I know that if I were to stare at them long enough they
will soon spell out your name. For everywhere I turn, your
presence draws forever near. Your voice whispers softly into
my ear, carried upon the warm winds as they visit me in my
solitude. And your image reflects upon every window, every
river and every stream that I dare to seek vision.
 
It's as though you are haunting me and yet you live! As if you
are stalking me and yet you are forever distant! For in truth
it is merely my heart that disquiets my mind with all of its
deep desires, bringing life to my thoughts and fabric to my
dreams. It crafts you into my perceptions both in form and in
feature. It's a madness that has corrupted my sanity! But one
that I have welcomed in with open arms and a full heart,
simply because without its daydreams weaving your colour
into my dull and lifeless scenes, my world remains desolate,
barely liveable and empty.
 
If I were to allow uncensored knowledge to govern my mind,
then I am soon to be lost. Abandoned in a place where I
revert back to that imposing statue, standing motionless
without a purpose or a meaning. At least with an unrequited
love singing loud in my aching heart, from a voice brimming
with pure fantasy and passion, my darkest night skies are
illuminated with a thousand stars! And in every single one
of them,... I see your name.



My World Ended

My world ended the day you came into my life.
My world ended when I kissed you. My world
ended when we embraced for the very first time.
My world ended when we became one. You
brought my entire world to a resounding end!
 
My pitiful, senseless, cold hearted world had
finally lifted it’s curse upon my life, and it's
because of you that I now live in a much better
world. Where dreams are real, where you are
with me and truly do I know that I am loved.



Book of Souls

We are much like books:
 
Our behaviour and attitude toward others
presents as the front cover. Our bodies, for all that
they are rest as the many pages. And the scars
upon us, both physical and psychological are the
words that recount our story.
 
But only those with the fortitude to look past the
cover and the courage to read everything from
beginning to end with an open mind, shall be
rewarded with understanding. To be able to look
upon the true soul that hides deep within the very
heart of each and every book. Once that happens,
a new chapter can begin for all.



I See You

Even from afar I can see you so perfectly. The real you
that easily evades the faint consciousness of the
roaming crowds day upon day is as visible to me as the
morning sunlight itself. I see the deep sadness in your
eyes staring out at me, as a pale lost face hiding behind
cracked glass. I see how the terrible hurt grips your
heart like a cold hand squeezing the life from a gentle
sparrow that was born to fly free, dragging you
mercilessly to the unforgiving earth! I see the fierce
storm that surrounds your noble soul, and how your
hands fight so desperately to shield the last flickering
flame you struggle to hold on to from the savage winds
that relentlessly threaten to extinguish it forever.

This suffering, this fight that I see raging within you
day upon day, it's what pulls me to you. For waiting
here in my heart is all that you need to reveal unto
yourself the beautiful spirit that sparkles vividly
within you. A star for you to hold up high and to look
upon without tears scarring your eyes.
 
But regrettably, it is with such excruciating sorrow
that I must sit and watch as you slowly fade into your
turmoil. For while I see you so very clearly, even from
afar. It appears that you barely see me at all...



Hiding In My Heart

Why does my heart call out for the very same thing that
paralyses it with fear? Why does it pine for her when she
is far, yet grow so fearful whenever she is near? Is it
enough to face the risk? Is it enough to brave the unease?
Will her heart return this love mine gives so freely? Will
it ever be drawn to the light that it sees? Her essence is
always in me, in the stillness deep feelings gravitate. She
follows me into my dreams and fills my mind each time I
meditate.
 
Sometimes I feel so lifted, as if my soul toward the
heavens could climb. But then there are times I can feel
so broken, like my soul has frozen in time. It's a war of
opposing forces, each trying to win the day. A fierce
conflict between my faith and my fears with neither side
backing away. I wonder if she even knows how special she
really is, if she ever feels her heart persist? Or does she
spend her days in peace, barely knowing that I exist?
 
It's a question my mind will always ask, as my fascination
defines it's path. And so I remain in silence, dreaming of
her, with a love hiding deep in my heart!



Satellite

You save me from the darkness that has invaded my mind with
fury and eclipsed my heart with sorrow. Though you will never
know of your heroic deeds as you are too far away to hear my timid
heart express its gratitude. For always between us stands a grave
and empty space, like a vast ocean of stars resting between two
solitary planets, each spinning silently in a frozen isolation,
unable to witness each others passing and left forever fading into
a mutual obscurity. Your voice echoes in my dreams, as a faint
signal repeating from out of the stillness. Distorted and broken by
the ravages of a distant voyage, yet still holding a mystical power
to awaken a fierce desire within me, to want to bridge this barren
expanse which has long since swallowed all of my words uttered
with meaningful tenor, all lost out there in the vacuum. I feel no
regret for this love! I feel no shame for my passion! I feel only an
unquenchable thirst to stand in your presence and to bask within
the sunlight of your eyes, that always draw from within me a
warm and tender feeling of beauty, in what is an otherwise cold
and hateful world. At times I contemplate launching myself
headlong into that emptiness in a bold and desperate mission to
reach your lands... But as always I hesitate!
 
For I know that my heart in all of it's cowardice chooses to remain
hidden. To shelter out here on the outermost edge of your space,
observing from afar like a lonesome satellite. Because the wait
keeps alive in me a belief that one day, just maybe I will set foot
upon your world in peace, welcome and in regard. Whereas to
venture into your orbit in such uncertainty risks a danger of
missing your gravity completely, and to be thrown back out into
that bleak and unforgiving void. Lost forever amid a lifeless
chasm, drifting all alone for eternity and no possibility of return.



Weeping Angel

What tragedy has befallen my angel that she sits
and weeps in such terrible sorrow? Her tears fall
from the heavens and my heart breaks under
their weight as they soak deep into my soul.
 
I scream into the night, imploring for her
salvation! For such loving eyes were never meant
to feel the harsh sting of tears, shed through
pain, sadness and suffering. Stranded on this
earth far from my love, I watch helplessly as her
wings, born to carry her desires and her dreams
high into the sky, lay broken upon her back,
incapable of lifting her heart from its torment.
 
How I so want to reach out and hold her up into
the light, revealing her divine magic to the world!
Giving her the faith she needs, until her wings
can heal, grow stronger and once more let her fly
free among the clouds.



Playing With Fire

Writing poetry is a wild and thrilling adventure,
for it only stands to succeed if we write in the way
we truly feel. For the words can only cascade their
serenity when our innermost feelings are flowing
outwardly. But it pays to remember that tapping
into deep veins of raw emotion can be a very
frightening experience for many a seeker. Like
watching flames burn fiercely out of control!
 
But like all writers, I can't help but play with fire.
For it is within the roaring heart of that blaze
where we feel the most alive. Where we forge all
of our thoughts and our emotions. Where we
shape our hopes and our dreams into one
perfectly worded sculpture, all burnt onto the
page and where every reader shall find the
sentiments still warm to the touch...



Hearts Were Born To Feel

Hearts were born to feel, and my god does mine
whenever she is around! How it can leap so reactively,
like a startled grasshopper simply upon hearing her
sound. Tumbling and bounding around my chest as an
excitable child at play. Or a wild and furious creature
in a hunt, so desperate to seize upon it's prey! It's as
though an energy radiates from her entire being, with
an enchanting and warming glow. Electrifying the very
air that it touches and powering up my soul. My body
and mind are out of control, pulled relentlessly by an
impulsive deeper feeling. I don't know why or when
this illusion began, only that this heart never stops
believing. Out of love my life is but a single word, yet
while in love I transform into such wondrous fairy
tales. Who cares if the ending is doomed? For my skies
are full of songful nightingales.
 
Is love so bad that it should be feared? Should the
heart be branded a fool? Or should I free it from all
these futile restrictions and let its demands within me
rule? Of these things I do not know, for my wisdom
kneels before my desire. Her light guides my way is all
that I know, like a roaring hilltop pyre. The heart
wants as it wants, is the one truth among all of these
lies. And so I give myself over to loving her, letting my
rationality fall upon it's pride. For I love her; truly!
This I know without a single doubt for sure. And her
beautiful kindred heart is something that gives me the
passion to want to live bravely once more.



Real Love

Throughout my life I have known a wealth of the most truest
sensations, all witnessed from both sides of the rolling river. Upon
my crossings I have touched real happiness, as I have touched real
sorrow. I have known genuine hope as well as I have known the
most genuine of despair. I have felt the fiercest pain as much as I
have experienced the most fierce of pleasures. Not to mention the
most comforting ease built upon the most furious of stresses. Yet
out of all of these balanced sensations, no matter how many times
I have braved the rapids, while regrettably I must confess to have
known the terrifying sting of real hatred, I have never once known
the gentle embrace of real love. Although I have certainly met its
imposter, far too many times.
 
To me love was something desperate! Something to chase! A sickly
sweet tonic laced with a poison that burned in your stomach like
a hot coal long after you have emptied the glass. The love I have
known demanded complete sacrifice of all that I was by a conceited
force that gave nothing but an indictment for crimes against the
state. A heart branded outlaw for daring to speak as equals. When
I think of love, I recall only a strained heart beating its last within
a chest grip tightly by fear. Where tears fall like a torrent from
bloodshot eyes, watching helplessly as the one who once offered me
paradise incarnate, left me with a scorched earth and the only
thing that grew out of that lifeless ash covered soil, was hatred!
 
But the river rolls on and still I make my crossing. For I have
touched real happiness, as I have touched real sorrow. I have
known genuine hope as well as I have known the most genuine of
despair. I have felt the fiercest pain as much as I have experienced
the most fierce of pleasures. Not to mention the most comforting
ease built upon the most furious of stresses. And  I hold my faith,
that as I have already known the most terrifying sting of real
hatred, then one day if the balance remains true, then I may
finally come to know the gentle touch of real love...



The Power of Love

Love is a truly magical manifestation, for in
essence it requires absolutely nothing to take
shape within us. It needs no muse, no kindred nor
a recipient just to simply be and to exist. Because
love is love! It has no prerequisite for reason or
purpose other than to express and to feel.
 
The whole concept of love being something that is
given to us by another person is to me an
absurdity. For how can one be given something
that is already theirs? That glorious sensation
which fills our entire awareness, and that we
believe to be brand new is in fact one of our much
older gifts. It is something that we have had
hiding away deep inside of us since the very
moment of our birth. It’s just that we are now
rediscovering it, like a long forgotten memory
suddenly returning to us anew.
 
In so many ways our hearts are like flowers,
blooming to the fresh morning sunlight.
Nourishing themselves upon that emotional
warmth, opening wide to embrace the one true
power in existence... The limitless power of love!



Write About Love

Why do I write about love even after
I've had my heart broken so many times?

 
It’s because we all have a choice in life, to
either express all of the things that inspire
us, or all of the things that discourage us.
My passion towards the ideology of true love
(as foolish as many say it is) makes me
strong! All of the hoping and the praying,
the wishing and the longing. All of the "what
if's" and the "just maybe's" are the very
things that give my life it's energy, and that
keep me striving for a better future.
 
Whereas if I were to write about all of my
heartaches. Recount all of my deep
disappointments and the crushing
rejections. To indulge my feelings of sorrow
for the terrible hardships and dark despair
I have endured, it just feels like I'm
composing my own memorial! An elegy that
shall announce the death of all the goodness
that still lives in my beating heart...



The Light

I am lost to a dark and forsaken land, where a grim and uncertain
fate stalks me mercilessly in the endless night, and I am all but
destined to perish upon its savage jaws. When suddenly, as if from
the heavens, I see you glowing brightly as a comforting light in the
upper window of a secluded house in the distance. Where you call
to me, urging my continuation through relentless danger and
courageously on towards a resting haven.
 
I am caught within a roaring sea, where fierce storms build
monstrous waves that threaten to break me within their cruel and
raging fury! Exhausted, defeated, my head barely above the water,
I sense nothing but my own inescapable demise. But then a
blinding vision of you emerges from out of the gloom. A lighthouse
cutting deep through the torrential rain that helps guide me home
to a safe and solid ground.
 
I am concealed beneath the shade of a dense forest, where high
above me creeping branches spread like miserly hands to suppress
the sunlight's touch, and I resign myself to remain forever in their
shadow. But as I hope and pray within the lasting silence, your
vibrant form soon honours me, to swiftly dispel the penumbra with
shards of light piercing through the cracks in the tattered shroud,
that warm my heart with their gentle touch.
 
For you will always be the brightest light in my life. Illuminating
my darkest evenings with a love beyond limit, a care without
question and colouring each faded dawn with an inspiring inner
beauty that is beyond rival or equal. I know in my heart that
should my days grow sombre, if I should ever become lost once
more upon my troubled journey, that your shining grace will
always reach out and lead me safely back home into your embrace.



Love Without Regret

Always go into love without the slightest bit of
regret and throw yourself head first into the
pleasure. Allow your big heart to swallow
whole every look, every touch and every feeling
without measure.
 
Never once be afraid to walk together, hand in
hand upon this brave new voyage of sensual
affection, nor fear to lose sight of the road
leading back, accepting this one glorious
moment as your only direction.
 
Breathe deeply the excitement! Let it sustain
you entirely with its intoxicating frenzy, until
you climb high upon that waking dream. Let
the passion run free through your veins, deep
within your blood until it has permeated right
through to the very centre of your being.
 
Love freely! Love deeply! Love with an appetite
that’s never satiated! For if this one passing
moment is the fabled true love incarnate, then
it is something you may never have the honour
of finding ever again.



Hidden Skies

His heart lifts whenever she draws close,
like a kite rises playfully into an open sky.
Taken by the warm breeze of her love, all
of his dreams ascend alongside.
 
If his passion for her were wings, then she
is the air that gives them flight. If his
affection were in fact the stars, then she
made them all shine so bright.
 
Flying way up high with no fear of falling,
her hidden skies were his alone to explore.
In a place of exceptional beauty that
enchants his heart all the more.
 
He cared nothing for the ways of the world
or for the fortunes of everyday men. Her
love was the greatest treasure he could
ever ask from the heavens sent.



Guardian

My spirit rages at the thought, that anyone in this world could
wish harm upon your gentle soul! One that sparkles with a
pure and giving kindness, seen only in the most compassionate
and charitable of Angels. For surely the universe in its grand
wisdom and limitless mercy would never allow such a terrible
injustice to sustain itself? Yet here I find tears burning in your
eyes. The match struck firm upon the hateful torment of those
monsters who seek to cast your precious light down into the
darkest pits of Hell, all so as to hide their own disgrace and
indulge their sadistic iniquity!
 
No more can I rest in silence, watching as you tremble in
solitude, or to remain distant, standing as idle spectator to you
assassination! No more can I watch you struggle with
exhausted effort to remain upright on your feet, having been
crushed so brutally beneath the fierce weight of their spiteful
onslaught! So I step without fear or trepidation into that
diminishing space between your retreat and the unrelenting
menace which pursues you. Where I shall bear in its entirety
the full impact of their hatred heavy upon my back, shielding
you from further hurt or harm. And it is here in this space that
I shall remain, for the rest of my days if it is necessary, never
letting down my shield or straying from your side, no matter
the enemy I must face or the fate I may suffer.
 
For it is easier knowing that I, with my tainted soul, be the one
to endure the destruction. Rather than to have to witness even
one second of the heartbreaking end of days that would come
through watching your graceful innocence vanish forever into
that frozen night... Your guardian was born this day!



Heaven and Earth

When we are together the solid ground beneath us
falls away and gravity's law holds no dominion.
Floating softly in the zone between heaven and
earth, so far removed from the troubles and the noise
of the spinning world, we remain so safe in each
others arms, cradling the very centre of the universe.
 
For this place known only to us is where two hearts
of heavy burden finally find their peace. Beating
together in a celestial synchronicity. Eternally
connected by powers beyond comprehension, but
which can easily be felt within the full cosmic might
of a single solitary touch!



Astral Queen

Your beauty is an enchanted kingdom and your heart
its Astral Queen. For you are truly the most stunning
vision these eyes have ever seen. Are you a vivid
dream in the stillness of my lonely night? Or are you
a magnificent story that my passion aspires to write?
Your presence alone is greater than an Angels
heavenly rapture, and your voice fills all my senses,
until my heart with ease you capture. All my defences
are rendered useless with you, but never once do I feel
afraid. Because you grant me the greatest strength, to
fight on through my darkest days.
 
But alas I know not if you should love me, for there is
such a mystery to your mind. A place that draws me
closer in hope it's secrets I can find. I wish that you
could see as I do, the marvel there in your eyes. For I
so want you to know as I do, the perfection you bring
to life. You are an entire world of wonder, an
illustrious gift still left unseen. And you will always
rule this heart, my glorious Astral Queen.



Beneath The Stars

Your loving eyes in the darkness, burning bright,
guide me gently toward the most delicate parts of
your lustful fantasies. Every single touch you place
upon my skin sends an electricity through my
strongest senses, like a connection between two
souls forged by the same godlike hands. The
euphoric energies created envelop my entire being
until the outside world is rendered inert by the
power of your presence. I feel your warm breath
flowing across my face and it's like the purest air,
as if it were the oxygen I need so desperately to
survive comes only from you.
 
I feel myself inside you, creating a place where
lustful passion and carnal desires blend with the
deepest love, until that single purest emotion
takes us to the celestial heavens far above the
world. Your heat, your motion, your pleasured
cries so clear, light a fire within me that fuels my
hunger to be part of your most intimate dreams.
My hands upon your soft, immaculate body grant
me the touch of the divine, as we lay in our caress
beneath the stars.



Phoenix

My strength dissolves and my heart slows to the
silence. In the raging river of fear that drowns me
beneath it's despair, my hopes all turn to ash and I
am all but bound to the end. The light slowly wilts to
a flutter and then to nothing, just a smouldering
ember sinking down into that void, beyond the veil.
Does no life remain here? Is everything lost? Is all
that I once dreamt of, the visions that once animated
me now nothing more than a faint memory in the
ageing minds of history?
 
No, because soon you appear, reaching out and
casting light into the emptiness. You catch that
ember, all but extinguished and breathe your love
firmly upon it's glowing essence; a love I have come
to know so very well in my heart and soul. Held safe
in your care, restored by your life giving breath the
ember bursts into a magnificent flame that instantly
banishes the heavy shadows. And from out of the
heart of that roaring fire a bird launches into flight.
A dazzling spectacle of burning passion that lights
up the sky! For you have ignited my Phoenix my love.
Soaring with a fresh and determined mission full of
hopeful possibility...

Once more I am alive!



Painting Dreams

How did you make my life so beautiful? By painting
yourself into my dreams! And they have been your
home ever since that very first captivating scene.
 
Every look in your eyes, like brush strokes adding
fresh colour and light to my heart. Every smile you
radiate especially for me, as if unveiling grand works
of art.
 
In my galleries you stand as muse to every single
portrait showing. And your energy depicted within all
of my landscapes, give life to sunrise and rivers
flowing.
 
Your love and all of it’s pleasures have made my life a
collectors treasure. I just hope that on this future
canvas we can paint both our dreams beautiful
together.



These Three Words

I love you!.. I know, it’s no real surprise, I must
have told you like a thousand times before. But I
just wanted to say it to you again anyway; you
know, just so you can be sure. For I never want
you to have to wonder or for you to worry I'm
changing my mind. The last thing I'd ever want is
for you to think that I'm leaving you behind.
 
I know that I can be distant sometimes, drifting
into that space inside my eyes. Those days when I
become so withdrawn are too much for your sorrow
to hide. I wish that I could promise to change that,
but in truth I honestly don't know where to start.
I can only tell you that even when I'm frozen, your
warmth runs bright in my heart.
 
I'll never stop showing my love for you or sharing
every inch of my soul. You are the only reason I
drag myself back from that silence which swallows
me whole. So I love you! Do you hear me? Yes I
know I’ve said it many times before. But if these
three words help give you all of my heart, then I
will be saying them forever more.



One

Have I touched the face of a goddess only in
my dreams, or is this for real? A single
moment so exhilarating that it's hard to know
where sleep ends and waking begins.
 
Twin hearts resound harmoniously, to which
our souls sing a calm resting lullaby to hush
the restless tragedies of the past. Our hopes,
our inspirations, our dreams all merge, and
within that huge rush of giving energy, two
beings become like one!



Beauty

Her light seemed so tender, like a candle
caught in a gale. His hands appeared from out
of the tempest and shielded her from the peril.
 
Her light soon found its power held within his
brave protection. His hands too found their
safety within the warmth of her perfection.
 
Her light grew so much brighter as the winds
began to die. His hands slowly lowered to
reveal her beauty to the eye.
 
Her light cast out the darkness and the
shadows ran for cover. His arms held her
tightly, for they had finally found each other.



Why?

Why is she so different? Why is she so much more? Out of
all these hundreds of souls, why is hers the only one I
adore? It's as if to every single question I ask she is the one
and only answer. And no matter how strong my shield, she
always slips through the cracks in my armour. There must
be a higher purpose? There must be a deeper reason?
There must be a greater calling to this such my heart
commits his treason! Every last word I cast upon a page
swiftly forms to celebrate her fame. And for every single
thought I craft constructs entirely around her name.
 
Is this a place of nightmares or a realm of astounding
fantasy? Am I vexed by a deceitful Devil or blessed by
saintly amnesty? In the silence her voice will whisper all
the truths I can never deny. And in my dreams her face
bestows upon me feelings I can scarcely describe. Could it
ever really come true? Could it ever really hope to be? Can
this vision I see in my heart become reality for her and for
me? For I know beyond all my wildest hopes and from my
painful tattered past. That this fragile heart could never
survive should her love for me fail to last.



How Is It Possible?

How is it possible to have such a life consuming love for
you? Your presence can calm my feverish thoughts like a
deluge smothering a raging inferno. How is it possible that
your soft voice and bewitching scent can enrich my heart,
as if it were a gentle summer rain falling upon the driest,
barren lands? How is it possible that I want to give myself
to you so completely, so unconditionally and without
hesitation? All that I am is yours, I hold nothing in
reserve. How is it possible that I think about you more
than eating, than drinking, more than breathing? You live
in my mind, my actions and my dreams. How can your face
remain so firmly etched into my consciousness no matter
whose company I keep? They all fade into the distance
behind a vision of your magnificence.
 
How is it that you can make me so absurdly happy with
nothing more than a single look or a touch? Better still,
how can you make me so woefully heartbroken with just a
few careless words or a complete lack thereof? How is it
possible that your happiness means more to me than my
own deepest desires, and that your sadness cuts deeper
within me than my own darkest despair? I simply cannot
rest until your amazing smile shines brightly through your
tears. How is it possible that when you are not here I can
miss you so terribly, as if the air itself were missing from
my lungs? A desperate need to hold you tight and never let
go fills my entire being. How is it possible that spending
just a few moments with you holds more value to me than
if I were to enjoy a thousand hours with my friends? I
could live an eternity lost within your loving arms. To be
honest my love, I have absolutely no idea how any of these
things are possible. I only know that they are.



I Love You

I came to realise this evening that I love you. Not
just a sentiment either, but something far greater
than anything I could have possibly foreseen. So
much more than a single word or even a thousand
sentences could ever hope to convey. Even more
superior to a flawlessly lavish description of my
deepest, innermost feelings, or the refreshingly
honest revelation of my secret, intimate thoughts
shared with an open flowing heart. Something more
spiritual, more soulful, carved so deep within my
living nature it’s practically an integral part of me
upon which my very survival ultimately depends.
 
But it’s not something I have become, rather
something I have always been, though never having
realised until you came into my world, bringing with
you a life sustaining presence. A radiant sunshine
spreading it’s wholly invigorating warmth upon the
weariest frozen leaf. It was through you kindling life
into this empty heart, building a fire inside which
casts brilliance for all to see that I came to realise
upon this, the very evening of our anniversary...
That I love you!



Writing Saved My Life

Writing saved my life!.. Writing gave me the clarity
of words that my troubled mind struggled to focus.
It gave me a strong, bold voice when my tongue fell
deathly silent, struck mute by the weight of my
sadness. Writing gave me freedom, declaring the
truth when I was condemned to telling a string of
hollow lies.
 
Writing was a sanctuary from the never ending
battle that raged within me. A war that threatened
to destroy my rationality and cast me into the pits of
confusion. When the pen touches paper my chaotic,
anxious thoughts calm and my heart inscribes a
mighty scripture, where every word and every
crafted sentence leads me further from the suffering
that builds in my body until I can breathe freely.
 
My writing saved my life. Just like it did yesterday,
just like it did today, just like it will tomorrow...



That Night in Seville

I bought this music box that night in Seville.
Such a magical evening as we danced beneath
the moonlight. I can still feel the warm night
breeze as it fluttered softly through your long
dark hair. How your eyes reflected the
candlelight that surrounded us as the music
played. Then you looked at me, that way only
you could, and that’s how I always knew you
were the one.
 
Life with you was like a dream come true,
every second more precious than the last.
Blessed with such a beautiful family, our
children grew up in a peaceful, loving home.
Even now their lives grow fruitful. We were
like two souls carved from the same stone. We
may have weathered over the years, but in the
end we stood firm throughout our days.
 
But how fleeting time can be. How fast our
lives can pass. Two hearts are now just one, for
our good lord has chosen to take you from me.
But as I sit here, drowning in tears, listening
to this music box. A measure of peace becomes
me. For despite my pain, I know, we will
always have that night in Seville.



True Love

Loving you is so very easy because I truly believe I was
born to do it. Never once did I need to give you my heart
because it was already yours and we join together
perfectly, as a picture puzzle coming together to reveal
a moving spectacle of love that shapes the very world
around it. Your love sings a song of enraptured delight
that resonates within my deepest soul. You who sailed
from out of the storm with a spirit of unrivalled courage
and with a heart that can chase away my most
torturous demons.
 
I compare the thought of a life spent with you as the
most blissful dreams of the Gods! Or the most
fantastical tales flowing from such gifted writers. To be
by your side forever is to me a paradise on Earth, the
only reason I draw breath. But if I were to die
tomorrow, my life, my memory slowly fading from the
world, I pass over knowing without a solitary doubt,
without a question, that I have found my one true love.



Dawn

The chilled air breaks as the earliest warming colours
slowly wash away the last of the night sky, and finally my
footfalls can find their way. As the first flash of sunlight
strikes harshly upon my rested eyes, the reassuring glow
that spreads across the wisps of fluffy clouds high above
me grows all the more enriched through the emerging
swell of bird call, as life dutifully awakens from its
dormancy, announcing it's revival to the silence. Each song
unfolds in a paired synchronicity to the dew covered petals
of fresh flowers, that reflect back at that sky a perfect
mirror of blended colour and hue, a bountiful harvest that
is quickly applauded by the hum of Bumble Bees eager to
fawn and flatter the display.
 
It is here in this planetary invigoration where my heart
re-energises itself! Stimulated through the merging of
bright sensation. Elements of sight, of sound, of touch all
colliding into one singular event, creating within my
consciousness a momentary feeling of intrinsic connection
with the world. This is why I walk out here each morning,
to take in the clean air. Why I set my first steps long
before the Human world rises once more. To witness in the
earliest hours of the day, at sunrise, a beautiful symphony
that stirs my very soul. A music so profound that even
once the bustling chaos returns to stifle it, the echo of that
untamed orchestra still plays so emphatically in my heart.



A Broken Heart
(still beats a rhythm)

A broken heart still beats a rhythm, but always out
of time, for the many cracks that invade its
structure have forever altered its sound. A heavily
corroded and scarred vessel, rendered weak and
fragile by the fall from careless hands, before being
left to die on the frozen ground.
 
So close to failure. So near to its end. The luckless
casualty of the unkind, the unscrupulous! The
innocent victim of monsters and tyrants! Though
fighting on valiantly, persistently, desperately
trying to maintain its tempo less it fade forever into
the unending silence.
 
For even having suffered such mortal damage and
lasting impairment by the numbing pain that
lingers firmly within its core. This brave entity
defies the fear and the doubt, reaching out into the
world for a kindred vessel with the same purest
love and affection once more.



“Life moves only when the heart does”

 
I would like to thank you again for choosing my
book, I do hope it was enjoyable. If there is one
thought I would like to leave you with, it’s that
during the process of making this project, of
re-reading these poems (most of which I had not
revisited for many years) is that no matter what we
experience, no matter what we may suffer, the heart
really will repair and renew itself, if we only dare to
free it from needless restraint. After being
emotionally hurt our ego can go into overdrive,
filling us with many unhealthy thoughts and
feelings such as guilt, shame, anger, blame,
suspicion, revenge and to drive us upon the need for
control, all to try and avoid us being hurt again. But
all this does is to push away any chance we have to
know real love ever again. Walls may keep out the
possibility of pain and suffering, but they also keep
out the potential for love and affection too.
 
Many of the negative emotions and the sentiments
I wrote back then could still be felt as I read them,
even from the markedly different place I am now
within myself, but I found that they no longer
seemed part of me. They were echoes of a past I had
grown out of, and the thought of returning to that
mind set was much like trying to squeeze back into
an old pair of shoes that no longer fit properly. Love
comes easy when we drop our walls, when we forgive
ourselves and when we relinquish that need for
control. To let our hearts feel and to experience
without conditions or reward... To simply love!



#thoughtsofsteel
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